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THE APPLE CAT AND THE FANBOY MOUSE:
UNLOCKING THE APPLE IPHONE

Patrick J. Cleary'
Currently, Apple forces owners of the iPhone to use AT&T's
wireless network through software contained in the phone's
operating system. The practice of "unlocking" the Apple iPhone
for use over any compatible wireless network raises an interesting
legal question. Specifically, this Comment considers this question
through analysis of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act
("DMCA"), the Carterfone doctrine, and case law interpretingthe
DMCA within the context of existing copyright law. This analysis
supports the conclusion that any unlocking of the iPhone that
preserves the existing contractual relationship between Apple and
AT&T does not violate Apple's copyright interest in the iPhone.
I. INTRODUCTION

Imagine that one of America's most innovative and cuttingedge companies enters the automobile market. The car has a sleek
design, powerful engine, and luxurious styling. It allows one to
use home entertainment devices and scores well in all performance
road tests. Furthermore, this car is priced affordably, allowing
almost anyone who wants the car to afford to buy it. The car
enjoys impressive sales, and consumers are willing to camp out for
new deliveries. There is only one problem: owners must fuel the
vehicle at a set petroleum company stations because of a special
fitting to the car's fueling nozzle. Additionally, using this nozzle
costs a small surcharge per gallon of gasoline. Enterprising car
owners devise ways to remove the fitting, but are uncertain if they
violate the law. This fictitious scenario is strikingly similar to
what is occurring with Apple's iPhone.
' J.D. Candidate, University of North Carolina School of Law, 2009. Thanks
to Tim Coley for his discussions on fair use, and also to the editors of the North
Carolina Journal of Law & Technology.
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In January 2007, Apple CEO Steve Jobs introduced the iPhone
at the annual MacWorld Conference & Expo.2 The iPhone
combines the features of a "smart phone," including wireless
Internet access and Bluetooth capability. The new releases of the
iPhone have 3G Global System for Mobile Communications'
("GSM") compatibility with a touch-screen interface, the Apple
Safari Internet browser, Apple iTunes access, and the music
storage and playback functions of an iPod.' Building upon the
unrivaled success of the iPod within the portable music player
market segment, the iPhone promises to be the next "killer"
product in the Apple product line.'
The iPhone was released to United States consumers on June
28, 2007.' Media reports covering the release featured consumers
who camped out overnight outside Apple retail stores;' this fervor
Press Release, Apple, Inc., Apple Reinvents the Phone with iPhone
(Jan. 9,
2007), http://www.apple.com/pr/library/2007/01/09iphone.html (on file with the
North Carolina Journal of Law & Technology).
3 GSM is a cellular phone network designed for worldwide standards in phone
service. See GSM Technology, http://www.gsmworld.com/technology/index.shtml
(last visited Feb. 6, 2008) (on file with the North Carolina Journal of Law &
Technology) (providing a brief synopsis of GSM technology).
2

4Id

Id. But see Stephen Wellman, iPhone Brick Debate Is About Consumer Rights
and Smartphone Freedom, INFORMATIONWEEK, Oct. 4, 2007, http://www.
informationweek.com/blog/main/archives/2007/10/iphone-brickde.html
(arguing
the iPhone should be considered a "small, highly mobile computer" and not a
phone).
6 Kevin J. O'Brien, Apple's iPhone Looks Set To Shake Up the Cellphone
Industry, INT'L HERALD TRIB., Jan. 10, 2007, http://www.iht.com/articles/2007/

01/10/business/cell.php (on file with the North Carolina Journal of Law &
Technology); Kristina Wong, The Introduction of the iPhone from an Apple
First-Timer's Perspective, ABC NEWS, Jan. 10, 2007, http://abcnews.go.com/
Technology/story?id=2783651 (on file with the North Carolina Journal of Law
& Technology).
7 Press Release, Apple, Inc., iPhone Premieres This Friday Night at Apple
Retail Stores (June 28, 2007), http://www.apple.com/pr/library/2007/06/
28iphone.html (on file with the North Carolina Journal of Law & Technology).
8 Elizabeth Montablanto, New Yorkers Camp Out for iPhone Despite Summer
Heat, COMPUTERWORLD, June 26, 2007, http://www.computerworld.com/action/
article.do?command=viewArticleBasic&articled=9025767 (on file with the
North Carolina Journal of Law & Technology).
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followed a trend of favorable press coverage of the phone itself.'
Within one fiscal quarter, the iPhone became the second most
popular smart phone on the market.o By the end of October nearly
1.4 million iPhones had been sold." By early 2008, the iPhone had
been introduced in Germany, France, and the United Kingdom, 2
with reports indicating that Apple plans more introductions within
the European Union and Asia for 2008."
However, one possible drawback-despite the widespread
buzz associated with the introduction of the phone-was that
consumers were required to enter into an exclusive two-year
agreement with AT&T Wireless to provide wireless service for
their iPhone.14 Consumers were also required to activate" their
phone at an AT&T store or through iTunes before use.'"
Accordingly, consumers wanting an iPhone had no choice among
9 See, e.g., Leslie Cauley, AT&T Girdsfor iPhone Launch on June 29, USA
June 21, 2007, at B3; Ellen Lee, If Successful, iPhone Could Raise the
Bars, S.F. CHRON., June 28, 2007, at Al.
"o See Ryan Kim, The Tech Chronicles: Apple No. 2 in Smartphone Sales in
U.S., No. 3 Worldwide, SFGATE, Feb. 7, 2008, http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/
blogs/sfgate/detail?blogid=19&entryid=24087 (on file with the North Carolina
Journal of Law & Technology).
1 Press Release, Apple, Inc., Apple Reports Third Quarter Results (Oct. 22,
2007), http://www.apple.ocm/pr/library/2007/10/22results.html (on file with the
North Carolina Journal of Law & Technology).
12Eric Pfanner, iPhone Introduced to Europe, Where Standards Differ, N.Y.
TODAY,

TIMES, Sept. 19, 2007, at C2.
'3 Reuben Lee, Apple Set To Launch iPhone in Asia in 2008, CNET CRAVE,
Jan. 10, 2007, http://asia.cnet.com/crave/2007/01/10/apple-set-to-launch-iphonein-asia-in-2008/ (on file with the North Carolina Journal of Law & Technology).
14 Apple, Inc., Terms of Service, http://www.apple.com/legal/iphone/us/terms/
serviceatt.html (last visited Mar. 1, 2008) [hereinafter Apple Terms of Service]
(on file with the North Carolina Journal of Law & Technology); AT&T
Wireless, Activation, http://www.wireless.att.com/cell-phone-service/cell-phonedetails/?device=Apple+iPhone+-+8+GB&qsku=sku780101&source-4425j5700s
2300 (last visited Feb. 7, 2008) (on file with the North Carolina Journal of Law
& Technology).
1 AT&T Wireless, iPhone FAQs, http://www.wireless.att.com/learn/iphonefaqs.jsp#activate (last visited Feb. 7, 2008) (on file with the North Carolina
Journal of Law & Technology). Activation is required for the iPhone to access a
wireless network-the phone can make only 911 calls without activation. Id.
1 Id.
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wireless providers, and were forced to pay domestic or costly
international roaming costs when outside of AT&T wireless
coverage zones." This exclusive arrangement provides Apple with
additional revenues; Apple reportedly receives at least three dollars
per month from AT&T Wireless for every iPhone contract.'"
Apple and AT&T established two distinct ways of enforcing
this exclusivity arrangement, which are collectively known as
"locking the phone."" First, the iPhone software and hardware are
designed to recognize only Subscriber Identity Module ("SIM")
cards issued and authorized by AT&T.20 Second, Apple's license
agreement gives only the end user a license to use the iPhone
software and contains contractual prohibitions against reverseengineering or modifying the installed phone software.2'
" For a map showing AT&T Wireless coverage within the United States, see
the AT&T Coverage Viewer, http://www.wireless.att.com/coverageviewer (last
visited Feb. 29, 2008).
18 Tom Krazit, Apple Earnings Soar as iPhone Shipments Revealed, CNET
NEWS, July 25, 2007, http://www.news.com/Apple-eamings-soar-as-iPhoneshipments-revealed/2100-1047_3-6198872.html (on file with the North Carolina
Journal of Law & Technology). Apple has not currently provided the exact
figure that AT&T (or any other authorized provider outside of the U.S.) pays for
each sold and activated phone. Id.; see also Piper Jaffray, A T&T Paying Apple
$18 per iPhone, per Month, CNET NEWS, Oct. 24, 2007, http://www.news.
com/8301-13579_3-9803657-37.html (on file with the North Carolina Journal of
Law & Technology). Further, analysts predict that the payment from AT&T to
Apple is not a variable payment based upon iPhone cellular use. Id.
'9 Tim Wu, Wireless Carterfone, I INT'L J. CoMM. 389,400 (2007). Wu explains:

The mobile device itself, however, can be designed to recognize and
reject certain types of SIM cards based on information carried on the
SIM, creating a "lock." There are several varieties of lock: a "service
provider lock" simply prevents the phone from being used on anything
but the SIM cards of one service provider. A "full lock" prevents the
phone from being used with any other SIM card, period. Most, if not
all, of the American GSM phones sold by carriers are locked, disabling
the utility of the SIM system.
Id.
2o

Id. at 395.

21 Apple,

Inc., iPhone Software License Agreement 1 (Nov. 29, 2007),
http://images.apple.com/legal/sla/docs/iphone.pdf (on file with the North
Carolina Journal of Law & Technology). The relevant contractual text reads:
Except as and only to the extent permitted by applicable law, or by
licensing terms governing use of open-sourced components included
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Part II of this Comment examines the cat and mouse game
between groups working to unlock the iPhone and Apple. Part III
provides an analysis of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act 22
("DMCA"), particularly § 1201 and interpretive rulemakings
issued by Copyright Office. Part IV examines case law predicated
on DMCA copyright infringement, examining the larger policy
issues implicated in different interpretations of the DMCA. Part V
provides a summary of the law affecting two distinct types of
unlockers: individual consumers and those who actively disseminate
unlocking processes. Finally, this Comment asserts that the DMCA
should be interpreted to protect copyright holders while avoiding
an infringement on free trade.
II. THE UNLOCKING

Almost immediately after the iPhone's introduction, purchasers
began attempts to "unlock" the iPhone from AT&T Wireless
exclusivity. 23 Groups such as the "iPhone Dev" began collaboration

with the iPhone Software or iPhone Software Updates, you may not
copy, decompile, reverse engineer, disassemble, attempt to derive the
source code of, decrypt, modify, or create derivative works of the
iPhone Software, iPhone Software Updates, or any part thereof. Any
attempt to do so is a violation of the rights of Apple and its licensors of
the iPhone Software and iPhone Software Updates. If you breach this
restriction, you may be subject to prosecution and damages.
Id.; see also David Kravets, iPhone Contract Is Long and Legally Murky,
WIRED, July 20, 2007, http://www.wired.com/gadgets/wireless/news/2007/07
/iphonecontract?currentPage=all (on file with the North Carolina Journal of Law
& Technology) (discussing the length and structure of the iPhone software
contract and noting that the contract is arranged to provide for separate
contractual agreements with each bundled software).
22 17 U.S.C. § 1201 (2000).
23 See Wu, supra note 19, at 400-01.
Unlocking a wireless phone means
removing software and hardware barriers that prohibit the use of other network
SIM cards. For the purposes of this Comment, it is important to draw a
distinction between unlocking and hacking the iPhone. Hacking the iPhone
software involves adding after-market software programs and applications to the
operating system. While this practice was initially prohibited by the Apple
License Agreement, hacking has only tangentially been involved in the response
to unlocking. Id.

300
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efforts and solicited donations for their efforts. 24 Group blogs
provided status updates and provided detailed explanations of the
various circumvention steps taken.25
Unlocking the software provides no additional functionality to
the iPhone itself beyond being able to access any GSM wireless
network SIM card.26 Additionally, despite breaking the license
agreement with Apple, unlocking the iPhone does not breach the
contract between the phone owner and AT&T.27 Unlocking the
phone simply allows users to enter into any new wireless service
plan.28
George Hotz, a seventeen-year-old high school student,
presented on his blog a seventeen step process, complete with
pictures showing how to unlock an iPhone by modifying both the
phone hardware and software.29 Potential unlockers had to open
the phone case, solder new connections, and download certain
software modifications.3 0 Hotz traded his unlocked phone for a

See iPhone Dev Team, http://gizmodo.com/gadgets/iphone-dev-team (last
visited Feb. 9, 2008) (on file with the North Carolina Journal of Law &
Technology).
25 See id.
26 See
id.
27 See Apple Terms of Service, supra note
14.
28 Tim Wu, The iPhone Freedom Fighters, SLATE, Oct. 4, 2007, http://www.
slate.com/id/2175304 (on file with the North Carolina Journal of Law &
Technology).
29 George Hotz, On the iPhone, Step 1 (Aug. 23, 2007), http://iphonejtag.
blogspot.com/2007/08/step-1.html (on file with the North Carolina Journal of
Law & Technology). Hotz presents the unlocking steps in sequential order on
his blog website. See On the iPhone, http://iphonejtag.blogspot.com/ (last
visited Feb. 6, 2008) (on file with the North Carolina Journal of Law &
Technology). Hotz has presented updates and new unlocking methods current to
February 6, 2008. Id.; see also Brad Stone, With Software and Soldering, N.Y.
TIMEs, Aug. 25, 2007, http://www.nytimes.com/2007/08/25/technology/25
iphone.html (on file with the North Carolina Journal of Law & Technology)
(presenting media coverage on George Hotz and a preliminary discussion on the
legality of unlocking the phone).
30 George Hotz, On the iPhone, Step 3 (Aug. 23, 2007), http://iphonejtag.
blogspot.com/2007/08/step-3.html (on file with the North Carolina Journal of
Law & Technology).
24
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new car and three new iPhones, 3 ' illustrating the high value the
market places on unlocking.
A. After-Market Unlocking Tools and Phone Availability
Following the discovery of the hardware and software
modifications required to unlock the phone using the Hotz method,
other groups developed approaches to unlock the phone without
opening the phone case or modifying the phone hardware. Two
methods have prevailed: the use of software-only methods that
modify the iPhone software,32 and the use of SIM card bypass
products that do not modify the phone software itself." Unlocked
phones are available through Internet auctions sites, such as eBay,
and often sell for as much as $800.34 Multiple vendors sell SIM
card bypass products." Thus, anyone willing to pay the price can
have an unlocked iPhone.
B. Apple's Response
At the November 2007 United Kingdom launch of the iPhone,
Steve Jobs responded to questions about unlocking processes by

3' George Hotz, On the iPhone, The iPhone Has Been Traded (Aug. 25, 2007),
(on file
http://iphonejtag.blogspot.com/2007/08/iphone-has-been-traded.html
with the North Carolina Journal of Law & Technology).
32 See iPhone Dev Team, supra note 24 (website allowing people to download
all of the unlocking software commands developed by the group from 2007,
which is associated with George Hotz).
3 See Ubergizmo, iPhone Unlock Card, http://www.ubergizmo.com/15/archives/
2008/01/iphone_simunlockcard.html (last visited Feb. 9, 2008) (on file with
the North Carolina Journal of Law & Technology) (describing card that essentially
bypasses the iPhone locking device and allows consumers to use any standard
SIM card in lieu of the AT&T card).
34 See, e.g., eBay, http://www.ebay.com (select All Categories, and search for
"unlocked iPhone") (last visited Feb. 9, 2008) (on file with the North Carolina
Journal of Law & Technology) (listing at least 1000 items for auction at time of
search).
3s See Google, http://www.google.com (search for "SIM Card Bypass") (last
visited Feb. 9, 2008) (on file with the North Carolina Journal of Law &
Technology) (returning over 19,000 websites, many of which dealing with
different SIM card products).
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remarking, "It's a cat and mouse game." 3 He then asserted that
"[Apple] tr[ies] to stay ahead. People will try to break in, and it's
our job to stop them [from] breaking in."3 ' Apple's primary
response to this "breaking in" has been the release of software
upgrades available through iTunes.3 ' These releases provide
security upgrades and new phone functions, but more importantly,
they can permanently disable (or "brick") unlocked phones.39 The
upgrade to software version 1.1.1, issued in late September of
2007, allowed Wi-Fi access to the iTunes store, but also bricked all
unlocked phones.4 0
It can be asserted that Apple introduces these software upgrades
to thwart efforts to unlock the iPhone.4 1 The improvements offered
through these software upgrades are minimal and currently have
not provided any substantial improvement to the functionality or
connectivity of the iPhone.42 Therefore, users who value the
unlocked status of their iPhone are likely willing to forgo the
offered updates.
Greg Keizer, Jobs Says Apple Will Fight iPhone Unlocking Hacks,
COMPUTERWORLD, Sept. 18, 2007, http://www.computerworld.com/action/article.
do?command=viewArticleBasic&articleld=9037398 (on file with the North
Carolina Journal of Law & Technology).
7 Id.
38 Katie Hafner, Altered iPhones Freeze Up, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 29, 2007
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/09/29/technology/29iphone.html (on file with the
North Carolina Journal of Law & Technology). This New York Times Internet
story also includes a screenshot of the Apple iPhone software update for version
1.1.1, which warns all owners who have unlocked the phone of potential harm.
See also Gizmodo, AT&T Cracks Down on Commercial iPhone Unlocking Groups,
http://gizmodo.com/gadgets/not-so-fast/att-cracks-on-commercial-iphone-unlockinggroups-293468.php, Aug. 25, 2007 (on file with the North Carolina Journal of
Law & Technology) (addressing a legal warning for copyright infringement
issued by AT&T Wireless to a commercial unlocking group).
39 Press Release, Apple, Inc., Apple Enhances Revolutionary iPhone with
Software Update (Jan. 15, 2008), http://www.apple.com/pr/library/2008/01/
l5iphone.html (on file with the North Carolina Journal of Law & Technology)
(describing functional updates in iPhone software version 1.1.3). "Brick" is a
colloquial term that means that the iPhone is the functional equivalent of a brick.
See Wellman, supra note 5.
40 See Hafner, supra
note 38.
41 See Wellman, supra
note 5.
42 See Hafner, supra
note 38.
36
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III. THE DIGITAL MILLENNIUM COPYRIGHT ACT

In 1998, Congress passed the Digital Millennium Copyright
Act in order to implement guidelines recommended by the World
Intellectual Property Organization.43 The DMCA extends the
protections and penalties already existing within federal copyright
statutes to two new areas: (1) circumvention of technological measures
used by copyright owners to protect their works, and (2) tampering
with copyright management information."
A. Context
The DMCA is the applicable copyright section initially
implicated when a person unlocks an iPhone. Title 17 of the U.S.
Code provides the general framework for copyright protection,
infringement, and scope of copyright protection.45 While settled
law before the DMCA affirmed that computer programs were
protected under copyright law,46 there were no explicit grounds for
liability for persons whose efforts resulted in circumvention of
technological controls on computer programs or media.47 Before
the DMCA, any potential liability for iPhone unlockers would have
been evaluated solely based on the interference with the copyright
owner's rights.48
Section 1201 of the DMCA extends the Copyright Act beyond
the traditional framework of ownership and infringement. This
section added two key copyright protections. First, § 1201(a)
creates liability for persons who circumvent protections to gain
unauthorized access to a copyrighted work.49 Second, § 1201(b)
creates liability for unauthorized copying of copyrighted material.o
43
44

45
46

See H.R. REP. NO. 105-796, at 63 (1998).
Id. at 63-64.

Digital Millennium Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. § 1201 (2000).
Lexmark Int'l v. Static Control Components, 387 F.3d 522, 533 (6th Cir.

2004) ("The term 'literary works' . . . includes ...

computer programs to the

extent that they incorporate authorship in the programmer's expression of
original ideas, as distinguished from the ideas themselves." (quoting Atari
Games Corp. v. Nintendo of Am., Inc., 975 F.2d 832, 838 (Fed. Cir. 1992))).
47 H.R. REP. No. 105-796, at 64.
48 Lexmark, 387 F.3d at 528.
49 17 U.S.C § 1201(a).
'o ld. § 1201(b).
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Section 1201(f) does provide for legal reverse-engineering, but
limits it to ensuring that computer programs are interoperable with
one another." Thus, the essential question concerning the copyright
protections of the iPhone is whether the unlocking is a
circumvention that provides unauthorized access to the iPhone
software and thus results in liability under § 1201(a).
B. Copyright Office Guidance
Section 1201(a)(1)(C) directs the Register of Copyrights (the
"Register"), along with the Librarian of Congress, to determine
which classes of copyright users are likely to be adversely affected
by the non-infringement provisions of the DMCA.52 This process
must occur every three years through notice-and-comment rulemaking
procedures, and any resulting regulatory exemptions to § 1201 are
then published in the Federal Register." In 2006, the Register
promulgated six exemptions to the § 1201(a) provisions. The fifth
exemption directly applies to individuals who unlock their iPhone:
"Computer programs in the form of firmware that enable wireless
telephone handsets to connect to a wireless telephone
communication network, when circumvention is accomplished for
the sole purpose of lawfully connecting to a wireless telephone
communication network."54 The Register made this determination
based on the four factors listed in § 1201(a)(1)(C):
(i) the availability for use of copyrighted works;
(ii) the availability for use of works for nonprofit archival,
preservation, and educational purposes;
(iii) the impact that the prohibition on the circumvention of
technological measures applied to copyrighted works has on
criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, scholarship, or
research;
(iv) the effect of circumvention of technological measures on the
market for or value of copyrighted works.

§ 1201(f).
Id. § 1201(a)(1)(C).
53Id.
54 Exemption to Prohibition on Circumvention of Copyright Protection
Systems for Access Control Technologies, 71 Fed. Reg. 68,472, 68,476 (Nov.
27, 2006) (to be codified at 37 C.F.R. pt. 201).
" 17 U.S.C § 1201(a)(1)(C)(i)-(iv).
' Id.

52
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The Register justified the exemption by concluding that the
principal purpose of the locking programs is to "limit the ability of
subscribers to switch to other carriers"" and thus the controls do
not "protect the interests of the copyright owner or the value or
integrity of the copyrighted work.""
C. Sun-Set Provisions
The § 1201 (a)(1)(C) exemption discussed above lasts for only
three years and will expire on October 25, 2009. While the
comments from the Register strongly indicate that the Copyright
Office believes no possibility of harm to the copyright owners
exists, the Register applies a prospective determination, meaning
that no harm will occur from these non-infringing classes." In
passing the 2006 regulations, the Register noted that comments
from the wireless industry and a prepaid wireless phone provider
were not considered in promulgating the 2006 exemptions. 9 Thus,
there is no guarantee that this exemption will be renewed in 2009.
Further, the 2006 exemptions did not address wireless phones
that experienced widespread user modification beyond unlocking
the phone. As noted previously, the iPhone is the first wireless
phone with an active third-party application network.6 o As a result,
Apple may argue that any modification to the iPhone software,
even if done solely for the purpose of unlocking the phone, has the
practical effect of circumventing the 2006 exemptions.
The Copyright Office wireless phone DMCA exemption
expires in October of 2009. As discussed, the DMCA requires the
Office to promulgate these rulings every three years. The purpose
of the DMCA and the relevant case law strongly support the
extension of the current wireless exemption beyond 2009.
Extension and further strengthening of this provision would
Exemption to Prohibition on Circumvention of Copyright Protection
Systems for Access Control Technologies, 71 Fed. Reg. at 68,476.
5 Id.
56

5

Id. at 68,473.

Id. at 68,476. The comments of the Copyright Office about the unlocking
of wireless phones provide for the balancing test applied by the Office to
determine which circumvention technologies should be exempted. Id.
60 See, e.g., iPhone Dev Team, supra
note 24.
5
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promote innovation in wireless phone technology, provide
consumers with open access to all wireless service networks, and
would encourage the international standardization of wireless
networks."
IV. RELEVANT CASE LAW
There are two distinct lines of cases that provide instruction on
the legality of unlocking the iPhone and the interpretation of the
copyright circumvention provisions of the DMCA. In the first line,
the Carterfone62 case provides one possible ground for statutory
and regulatory amendments that the phone can be legally unlocked.
The second line of cases examines the DMCA § 1201 provisions in
light of various copyright protection methods and offers guidance
as to what forms of copyright circumvention are illegal." Together
these cases indicate that the unlocking of the iPhone should fall
within the copyright infringement fair use defense.
A. Carterfone
In 1968, the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC")
issued a ruling in the Carterfone decision that dramatically
increased the breadth of products attached to the landline telephone
network.' Thomas Carter invented a two-way public radio (the
Carterfone) that worked over existing phone networks, but AT&T,
the owner of these phone networks, refused to support the device.
After a series of federal cases, the Fifth Circuit affirmed FCC
jurisdiction over the case." The FCC then held that "there [was]
no adequate showing that nonharmful interconnection must be
prohibited in order to permit the telephone company to carry out its
system responsibilities."6 Furthermore, the Commission refused
to "assume that the telephone companies would be hindered"
See Pfanner, supra note 12.
In re Use of Carterfone Device in Message Toll Tel. Serv. (In re Carterfone),
13 F.C.C.2d 420 (1968).
63 See infra Part IV.C-E.
64 See In re Carterfone, 13 F.C.C.2d at 423-24.
65 Id. at 42
1.
66 Carter v. Am. Tel. & Tel. Co., 365 F.2d 486, 488 (5th Cir. 1966).
67 In re Carterfone, 13 F.C.C.2d at 424.
61

62
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through the introduction of external devices." Thus, this decision
opened the landline networks to any devices that had a standard
connection jack and did not interfere with network functionality."
In 1976, the FCC issued regulations providing for Carterfone
compliance mandating a narrow definition of what constituted
harm.
B. Skype Petition
In 2007, Skype, which develops Internet voice software
systems," filed a petition with the FCC which, if approved, would
have the practical effect of expanding the Carterfone decision to
wireless networks and wireless phone devices.72 Skype uses voice
over Internet protocol ("VOIP") technology," potentially allowing
consumers to make free calls over any Internet network. The
petition sought to allow consumers an option other than bundling
Skype's
wireless hardware and wireless network services.74
for all
wireless
spectrum
petition focused on opening access to the
In particular, Skype asserted that expanding
providers.
Carterfone to wireless phones will increase customer freedom and
68

id.

69 See

id.
See 47 C.F.R § 68.3 (2007). The regulation defines "harm" as electrical
hazards to telephone company personnel, damage to telephone company
equipment, malfunction of telephone company billing equipment, and
degradation of service to persons other than the user of the subject terminal
equipment, his calling or called party. Id.
n1See Skype, www.skype.com (last visited Feb. 27, 2008) (on file with the
North Carolina Journal of Law & Technology).
72 See In re Skype Commc'ns S.A.R.L. Petition to Confirm a Consumer's
Right to Use Internet Communications Software and Attach Devices to Wireless
Networks, No. RM- 11361 (Feb. 20, 2007) [hereinafter Skype Petition], available
at http://svartifoss2.fcc.gov/prod/ecfs/retrieve.cgi?nativeorjpdf-pdf&iddocument
=6518909730.
73 Voice over Internet protocol is a technology that allows you to make voice
calls using a broadband Internet connection instead of a regular (or analog)
telephone line. See FCC, Voice Over Internet Protocol, www.fcc.gov/voip (last
visited Mar. 10, 2008) (on file with the North Carolina Journal of Law &
Technology). This technology could allow consumers to use the Internet
abilities of their wireless phones to make phone calls. Id.
74 See Skype Petition, supra note 72. The iPhone/AT&T combination is an
example of a wireless phone being bundled with a particular wireless network.
7 Id.
70
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will encourage innovation for new and improved communication
technologies."
If the entire Skype petition is approved by the FCC, the legality
of unlocking iPhones or any other locked wireless phone would
become moot. The granting of the petition would force wireless
providers to sell unlocked wireless phones and would ensure that
all new phones could be used on any GSM network. While the
petition is strongly supported by groups advocating wireless
access,77 wireless network providers oppose the petition equally
strongly." Furthermore, current action on the petition has focused
only on opening frequency band networks for VOIP protocol and
has not addressed the wireless phone/wireless network bundling
issue.79 Regardless, extending the Carterfone doctrine provides
guidance on how the DMCA can be amended to ensure wireless
network access and to enhance consumer choice of wireless
products and wireless networks.
One approach to implementing Carterfone would be to adopt
statutory revisions similar to French law, which requires that

76 Id.

n See In re Skype Commc'ns S.A.R.L. Petition to Confirm a Consumer's
Right to Use Internet Communications Software and Attach Devices to Wireless
Networks, Comments of the Ad Hoc Public Interest Spectrum Coalition, No.
RM-l 1361 (Apr. 30, 2007), available at http://www.publicknowledge.org/pdf/
pisc-skype-comments-20070430.pdf; see also Wu, supra note 19, at 390, 395.
78 See In re Skype Commc'ns S.A.R.L. Petition to Confirm a Consumer's
Right to Use Internet Communications Software and Attach Devices to Wireless
Networks, Opposition of CTIA-The Wireless Association, No. RM- 11361
(Apr. 30, 2007), available at http://files.ctia.org/pdf/CommentsCTIASkype
OppositionComplete_43007.pdf. For a collection of CTIA reports opposing
the Skype petition, see CTIA-The Wireless Ass'n, Net Neutrality/Internet
Regulation, http://www.ctia.org/advocacy/policytopics/topic.cfm/TID/43/CTID
/15 (last visited Apr. 13, 2008). The CTIA serves as the trade organization and
lobbying group for American wireless providers. See id.
7 Press Release, FCC, Auction of 700 MHz Band Licenses Scheduled for
January 16, 2008 (Jan. 8, 2008), http://fjallfoss.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/
DA-07-3415AI.pdf (on file with the North Carolina Journal of Law &
Technology). This press release described the open auction of the 700 MHz
radio spectrum formerly assigned to UHF television for all wireless providers.
See id. It did not address the Carterfone argument.
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phones be sold with an unlocked sale price." Nothing in French
law prevents selling a phone at below-market prices with a locked
contract if an unlocked phone is also for sale."' A second approach
would be to require all wireless providers to unlock phones at the
customer's request.8 2
C. Universal v. Reimerdes
One of the first court cases interpreting the DMCA was
Universal City Studios, Inc. v. Reimerdes, which addressed the
use of DeCSS computer code84 to circumvent DVD copyright
protection." The defendants were members of a class that hosted
the DeCSS on their personal Internet pages, allowing persons to
watch DVDs without paying Content Scrambling System ("CSS")
fees." Using this code also effectively allowed persons to view
DVD content in easily copied formats." The plaintiffs sought
removal of the DeCSS code from the allegedly infringing Internet
The district court issued an injunction against the
pages."
defendants, holding that the intent of the DMCA was to work in
80 See Cyrus Farivar, Locked vs. Unlocked: Opening Up
Choice, N.Y. TIMES,
Nov. 1, 2007, at C9 (providing opinions from American and European
intellectual property lawyers on the introduction of the iPhone); Kevin J.
O'Brien, Apple Chooses Orange as iPhone Operator in France, INT'L HERALD
TRIB., Oct. 16, 2007, http://www.iht.com/articles/2007/10/16/business/apple.php
(on file with the North Carolina Journal of Law & Technology).
81 See Farivar,supra note
80.
82 See id.
83 111 F. Supp. 2d 346 (S.D.N.Y. 2000).
84 See Gallery of CSS Descramblers, http://www.cs.cmu.edu/-dst/DeCSS/
Gallery/ (last visited Feb. 7, 2008) (on file with the North Carolina Journal of
Law & Technology).
85 Reimerdes, 111 F. Supp. 2d at 347.
86 See Gallery of CSS Descramblers, supra note 84. CSS blocked the use of
copied DVDs in DVD players; without the proper CSS code, the DVD would
not play. Gregory Kesden, Lecturer, Carnegie Mellon Univ. Computer Sci.
Introduction (Dec. 6, 2000),
Dep't, Content Scrambling Systems (CSS):
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/-dst/DeCSS/Kesden/index.html (on file with the North
Carolina Journal of Law & Technology). DeCSS emulated the CSS code
provided by the copyright owner. Id.
87 Kesden, supra note
86.
88 Reimerdes, 111 F. Supp. 2d at
347.
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conjunction with existing copyright law to protect copyrightable
works.89
A reading of the Reimerdes decision seems to imply that any
person who, like George Hotz, hosts methods to circumvent the
locking provisions of the iPhone is violating Apple's copyright.
However, this case can be distinguished from the iPhone situation
by looking at the purposes of the DeCSS code and the exemptions
in the DMCA noted by the district court. The DeCSS code allows
unfettered access to the DVD content and thus facilitates free
copying of the motion pictures." In contrast, unlocking the iPhone
does not allow a consumer to copy the phone software and transfer
the code to another phone. Further, circumventing the locking
code does not affect the intrinsic value of the iPhone's copyrighted
material, while the DeCSS code does affect the value of motion
picture copyrights.
D. TracFone Wireless, Inc. v. Sol Wireless Group
In 2005, the DMCA was first invoked in litigation addressing
the unlocking of wireless phones. TracFone Wireless, Inc.
("TracFone") sold wireless phones at a price substantially below
market price, making their profits by selling wireless access on a
per-minute basis.9 1 As part of this business model, TracFone
entered into an arrangement with Nokia locking the handset with
proprietary prepaid phone software.92 The ability to lock these
handsets was essential to TracFone's success because they took a
loss on the phone sales expecting to recoup this loss and make a
profit through the sale of air-time.

89

d

90 Kesden, supra note 86.
9' See Complaint for Damages and Injunctive Relief at 3, TracFone Wireless,
Inc. v. Sol Wireless Group, Inc., No. 05-23279-CIV (S.D. Fla. Feb. 28, 2006),
2005 WL 3937761 [hereinafter Complaint]. For an explanation about how
TracFone wireless service is provided, see TracFone, Why TracFone is Right for
You, http://www.tracfone.com/whytracfone.jsp (last visited Feb. 20, 2008) (on
file with the North Carolina Journal of Law & Technology).
92 See Complaint, supra note
91, at 3.
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Sol Wireless, a competing company, purchased a large quantity
of the handsets and allegedly disabled the prepaid software."
TracFone filed for an injunction against Sol Wireless on a number
of counts.94 Counts five and six focused on infringement of the
DMCA: TracFone asserted that Sol circumvented the access
controls for the handsets and trafficked in the circumvention
technologies for profit." A permanent injunction was granted to
the plaintiff by the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of
Florida.96
On the surface, the decision of the district court would seem to
imply that unlocking the access controls of a wireless phone is a
violation of the DMCA. However, this case can be distinguished
from the iPhone situation for several reasons: (1) the decision was
issued before the 2006 Copyright Register regulations were passed,
which included the exemption for wireless phone modification
users; (2) the summary judgment motion provided no explanation
on the interpretation of the DMCA; and (3) there were indications
of theft and fraudulent behavior." Indeed, there are no reports that
groups have purchased large numbers of iPhones to sell on the
black market in the United States."
Most importantly, Sol's actions clearly interfered with the
TracFone business model which derives its value from the fact that
9 Id.
94 See id. at 5-14. Paragraph fifty-five of the complaint addresses the central
DMCA claim: "The service of altering the TracFone Prepaid Software in
TracFone prepaid wireless phones is primarily designed or produced for the
purpose of circumventing the technological measures that effectively control
access to TracFone's proprietary software, which is protected under title 17 of
the United States Code." Id. at 12.
95 Id. at 10-12. The precise charges are listed in paragraphs forty-nine and
fifty-four of the complaint. Id.
96 TracFone Wireless, Inc. v. Sol Wireless Group, Inc., No. 05-23279-CIV,
slip op. at 3 (S.D. Fla. Feb. 28, 2006), available at http://www.copyright.gov/
1201/2006/posthearing/granick-e.pdf.
9 See Complaint, supra note 91, at 12-14 (stating tortious interference claims
in counts seven and eight).
98 But see David Barboza, After China Ships Out iPhones, Smugglers Make It
a Return Trip, N.Y. TIMEs, Feb. 18, 2008, at Al (describing the growing trade in
purchasing iPhones in the United States and exporting the phones to markets
where the phone is not commercially available).
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it sells cheap phone models and is able to provide wireless access
without locking consumers into multi-year contracts. Simply
unlocking an activated iPhone does not abrogate the AT&T
contract nor does it affect the Internet browser, iPod, or phone
capabilities; it simply permits consumers to choose the wireless
network or networks that best serve their particular needs.
Unlocking only tangentially affects Apple's overall business
model. While Apple does receive revenue from the AT&T
contract, 99 consumers purchase the iPhone for its unique
combination of features, not because of the phone's low purchase
price. '
This distinction is critically important in evaluating
whether an iPhone unlocker can invoke the copyright infringement
fair use defense.
E. ChamberlainGroup v. Skylink Technologies
In August of 2004, the Federal Circuit affirmed a limited
construction of the DMCA in Chamberlain Group, Inc. v. Skylink
Technologies, Inc.'' In Chamberlain,the plaintiff sold automated
garage door openers that used a rolling code protection device.'O2
The defendant was a manufacturer of a universal garage door
opener compatible with the Chamberlain devices; to develop its
product Skylink reverse-engineered the rolling code protections
developed by the plaintiff.'o 3
Chamberlain sued Skylink under the DMCA in 2003, alleging
that the defendant circumvented the technological protection. The
plaintiff argued that there was no other commercially significant
purpose for the circumvention besides defeating the technological
measure, and that the defendant trafficked in the circumvention,

9 Krazit, supra note 18.
'00 Olga Kharif & Peter Burrows, Millions of iPhones Go A WOL, Bus. WK.,
Jan. 28. 2008, http://www.businessweek.com/technology/content/jan2008/tc2008
0128_984623.htm?campaignid=rssdaily (on file with the North Carolina
Journal of Law & Technology).
1o1Chamberlain Group, Inc. v. Skylink Techs., Inc. (Chamberlain 1ff), 381
F.3d 1178 (Fed. Cir. 2004).
I02Id. at 1183.
03
1 Id. at 1185.
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Chamberlain lost at the
violating the plaintiffs copyrights.'"
05
district court level.
On appeal, the Federal Circuit examined the plaintiffs
statutory construction of the DMCA.'o6 The court focused on the
plaintiff's assertion that the DMCA creates new property rights for
copyright owners' and the claim that the combination of a
technological measure and copyright gives the holder unlimited
control over access to the copyright.' The Federal Circuit affirmed
the lower court's decision and soundly rejected the expansive
reading of the DMCA favored by the plaintiff.'09
More importantly, the Federal Circuit also placed the DMCA
within the framework of existing copyright law. The crux of the
court's interpretation was that the DMCA represents a modem
balancing test contrasting the "legitimate rights of copyright
owners with those of consumers of copyrighted products.""0 The
court rejected the approach giving copyright owners the ability to
control all use of the product as being unbalanced."' In doing this,
the court also affirmed that traditional copyright doctrines such as
fair use are applicable to all copyrights affected by the DMCA." 2

'1 Chamberlain Group, Inc. v. Skylink Techs., Inc. (Chamberlain 1), 292 F.
Supp. 2d 1023, 1025 (N.D. Ill. 2003).
105 The district court denied Chamberlain's motion for summary judgment on
the DMCA claim, holding that the rolling code software could not be
copyrighted, and that Chamberlain had no DMCA protections because "there are
no limitations placed on the homeowner who buys the Chamberlain rolling code
[garage door opener]." Chamberlain 1, 292 F. Supp. 2d at 1039. Skylink then
filed its own motion for summary judgment, which the district court granted.
Chamberlain Group, Inc. v. Skylink Techs., Inc. (Chamberlain 11), 292 F. Supp.
2d 1040, 1046 (N.D. Ill. 2003). The Federal Circuit heard the appeal from
Chamberlain II. See Chamberlain III, 381 F.3d at 1181.
106 Chamberlain III, 381 F.3d at 1186.
'07 Id. at 1193.
1o8 id.

'09 Id. at 1194 ("What the DMCA did was introduce new grounds for liability
in the context of the unauthorized access of copyrighted material.").
"o Id. at 1203 ("Congress attempted to balance the legitimate interests of
copyright owners with those of consumers of copyrighted products.").
..Id. at 1204.
112 Id.
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Thus, according to the court, the DMCA does not create new
property rights for copyright owners."'
By analogy, the Federal Circuit's statutory construction provides
an argument for the legality of unlocking iPhones. Proponents of
unlocking can argue that the software on the phone controls all use
of the product by forcing consumers to use the product under
Apple's constraints. If unlocking is considered fair use, then
Apple cannot use the DMCA as a new weapon to attack unlockers.
Further, the Federal Circuit holding in Chamberlain extends the
traditional four-factor test for fair use to the DMCA. This test for
fair use considers:
(1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether it is of a
commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes;
(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;
(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the
copyrighted work as a whole; and
(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the
copyrighted work.' 14

These four factors are then weighed together to determine if the

defendant's activity falls within the fair use affirmative defense."'
The critical components with regard to iPhone unlocking are the
purpose of the use, particularly if the unlocker intends to profit
from the invention, and whether the unlocking affects the value of
Apple's contract with AT&T.
F. Lexmark v. Static Control
In October 2004, the Sixth Circuit examined the DMCA in the
Lexmark International,Inc. v. Static Control Components, Inc. 16
case. Lexmark manufactures printers and derives a significant
portion of its business from the sale of printer cartridges."
Lexmark's business strategy was to sell toner cartridges at a
11 id.

17 U.S.C. § 107 (2000).
See U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, FL-102, FAIR USE (July 2006), available at
http://www.copyright.gov/fls/fll02.html (providing a short description of certain
activities that have been noted as fair use).
116 387 F.3d 522 (6th Cir. 2004).
117 Id. at 529.
114

"
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discount (called a "prebate") if Lexmark refilled the cartridges
itself."'
To implement this strategy, Lexmark installed two
programs on the cartridge microchip to communicate with the
Lexmark printer; cartridges without these programs would not
work on the printer.19 Static Control reversed-engineered the
microchip and sold the chip to companies selling remanufactured

printer cartridges.120
The U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Kentucky
granted an injunction against Static Control, holding that the
defendant violated the DMCA.121 On appeal, the Sixth Circuit
reversed the decision for four reasons.12 2 The first reason stated
that the computer programs were not properly copyrighted,123
while the other three examined the plaintiff's claims under the

DMCA.124
The first DMCA claim was that the authentication program
served as the means to access the printer control software and
therefore controls use of the printer.125 The plaintiff argued that the
DMCA therefore protected against circumvention of this
program.'2 6 The court rejected this argument, drawing a distinction
between circumvention measures that enable copying and those
that allow legitimate uses of the copyrighted software.' 27 The
second and third claims each addressed issues involving the
protections and interoperability of the defendant's software
modification.'

Id. at 530. The exact business model involves prebate and non-prebate
cartridges. Id.
" Id. at 529.
120 Id. Static Control sells these chips to third-party cartridge remanufacturers,
permitting them to replace Lexmark's chip with the SMARTEK chip on
refurbished prebate cartridges.
121 Id. at 532.
122 Id. at
545.
123 Id. at 535-36.
118

124

id.

125

126

Id. at 546.
Id.

127

Id.

128

Id. at 544.
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Additionally, the court examined the defendant's product under
a fair use analysis, applying the 17 U.S.C. § 107 fair use test.129
Examining the four factors outlined in § 107, the court focused on
the effect of the use on the copyrighted material.'3 0 Citing Sony
Corp. ofAmerica v. Universal City Studios, Inc.'1 and Campbell v.
Acuff-Rose Music, Inc., 32 the court focused on the substantially
adverse impact this use would have on the original copyrighted
work.'
In his concurrence, Judge Gilbert S. Merritt expanded the
discussion of the DMCA beyond the instant facts of the Lexmark
case. Two key thoughts permeate this discussion. The first is that
the inclusion of computer access codes on replacement parts
thereby forcing consumers to purchase replacement parts only
from the original producer could preserve monopolies and restrict
customer freedom of choice.' 34 His view is that the DMCA should
not be read as an "offensive" tool but as a congressional measure
Building upon
to protect the owners of copyrighted material.'
this construction of the DMCA, Judge Merritt further asserted that
the true goal of the statute is to support the Constitutional power to
129 Lexmark, 387 F.3d at 544. The court held that the instant case
did not
require a fair use analysis, but went through the analysis to foreclose any future
grounds of appeal. Id. For a review of the four factors in the fair use analysis,
see supra text accompanying note 114.
30 Lexmark, 387 F.3d at 544-45.

"' 464 U.S. 417 (1984).

510 U.S. 569 (1994).
Lexmark, 387 F.3d at 544-45 ("'[A] use that has no demonstrable effect
upon the potential market for, or the value of, the copyrighted work need not be
prohibited in order to protect the author's incentive to create.'" (quoting Sony,
464 U.S. at 450)); id at 545 ("[T]he question is whether unrestricted and
widespread conduct of the sort engaged in by the defendant .. . would result in a
substantially adverse impact on the potential market for the original." (quoting
Campbell, 510 U.S. at 590 (internal quotation marks omitted))).
134 Id. at 551 (Merritt, J., concurring) ("We should make clear that in the
future companies like Lexmark cannot use the DMCA in conjunction with
copyright law to create monopolies of manufactured goods for themselves just
by tweaking the facts of this case: by, for example, creating a Toner Loading
Program that is more complex and 'creative' than the one here, or by cutting off
other access to the Printer Engine Program.").
131Id. at 552.
132
'33
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regulate copyright by "promoting science and the useful arts.""' In
his view, the DMCA's purpose is to encourage competition, not to
remove competition from the market."
Applying the majority and concurring opinions to the iPhone,
two distinct lines of thought are evident. First, under the DMCA, a
legitimate question is raised as to whether the unlocking represents
copying the software or allowing a legitimate use of the
copyrighted material. Judge Merritt's concurrence is enlightening
here. Using the DMCA in a defensive role would allow Apple to
bring suits against groups circumventing the protections to transfer
phone software to other platforms. Applying the DMCA as an
offensive tool against unlockers would remove wireless
competition for the iPhone from the market.
The second line of reasoning examines the unlocking under the
fair use doctrine. The character of use factor depends on who
releases the information.'
It is clear that unlocking the phone
does not materially affect the integrated phone software or the
functionality of the iPhone. It is difficult, however, to determine
the economic effect unlocking would have on Apple. As noted
previously, Apple receives some form of compensation from
AT&T for every iPhone customer contract.'" Merely unlocking a
previously locked phone does not abrogate the wireless contract
nor disrupt the revenue paid by AT&T to Apple.'40
V. ANALYSIS
While wireless phone unlocking occurred prior to the market
introduction of the iPhone, the response and intensive effort that
has been placed on unlocking the iPhone is unprecedented. A
Google search with the terms "unlock iPhone" returned over
687,000 Web pages and provided links to simple tutorials, videos
in which phones are unlocked, and hardware products that

13

Id.

Id. at 553.
38

139
140

Id.

See Jaffray, supra note 18.
See Krazit, supra note 18.
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circumvent the AT&T SIM card.' 4 ' Assuming that Apple does
have a valid copyright in the iPhone software and the code sections
used to lock the phone, unlocking the phones should still be
considered legal under copyright law and the DMCA.14 2
Until it expires on October 20, 2009, the 2006 ruling of the
Copyright Office clearly holds that an individual wireless phone
owner can take efforts to modify her wireless phone without
violating the DMCA.'43 This has not been an issue of controversy,
and there are no reports that Apple has brought forward copyright
infringement actions against individuals who unlock their iPhones.
Further, the Copyright Office ruling and the fair use doctrine both
suggest that non-profit distribution of circumvention/reverseengineering methods does not violate the DMCA.144 This assertion
is supported by the holdings in both the Lexmark and Chamberlain
cases.'45 Both cases hold that the DMCA does not supersede fair
use or other pre-existing copyright doctrines. The fair use doctrine
allows for the distribution of these techniques provided they are
not-for-profit. Since the intrinsic value of the iPhone copyright is
the integrated phone, iPod, and Internet browser, not the particular
wireless network connection, unlocking the iPhone would not
decrease the market for iPhones. Rather, if recent news reports are

141 Google, http://www.google.com (search for "unlock iPhone") (last visited
Feb. 25, 2008) (on file with the North Carolina Journal of Law & Technology).
For an example of a tutorial and software website, see Unlock.no, Unlock the
iPhone, http://iphone.unlock.no (last visited Feb. 7, 2008) (on file with the North
Carolina Journal of Law & Technology); for a video tutorial, see YouTube, How
To Unlock Your iPhone, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v-ABh2WcmILzQ
(last visited Feb. 7, 2008) (on file with the North Carolina Journal of Law &
Technology); for a website selling SIM card unlockers, see CHK Suppliers,
http://www.chksuppliers.com/iphone-accessories-wholesale.php (last visited Feb.
7, 2008) (on file with the North Carolina Journal of Law & Technology).
142 See Lexmark, 387 F.3d at 534-46 (detailing what makes a computer
program, or portions of a computer program, copyrightable).
143 See Exemption to Prohibition on Circumvention of Copyright Protection
Systems for Access Control Technologies, 71 Fed. Reg. 68,472, 68,476 (Nov.
27, 2006) (to be codified at 37 C.F.R. pt. 201).
'" See id.
145 See supra Part IV.E-F.
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accurate, it might increase the size of the iPhone market both in the
United States and globally.'4 6
The more difficult question is whether groups or companies
that develop methods to unlock the phone can profit from these
methods without violating the DMCA, either by performing the
unlocking process or by selling hardware modification products.
There are several good reasons that consumers who want their
phones unlocked would pay someone to do it for them. As noted
above, the unlocking process has the potential to damage the
phone, and some methods of unlocking require a high degree of
precision repair work.'4 7 Many potential unlockers will not have
the necessary dexterity, and will not wish to risk "bricking" an
expensive piece of hardware. While individual unlockers are
relatively insignificant given the size of the iPhone market,
commercial unlockers may have the resources to tempt Apple to
bring legal challenges.
The four-factor fair use test presents a more difficult burden for
profit-seeking unlockers than it does for non-profit groups. While
the second, third, and fourth fair use factors remain the same, a
substantial difference in the character of the infringer exists due to
the commercial interest involved. The case law provides mixed
support for the argument that commercial for-profit groups can
market unlocking products.'48
Regardless of the fair use determination, even for-profit
unlocking groups are not violating the DMCA based on the 2006
Copyright Office ruling,'49 and on the case law precedents of
Lexmark and Chamberlain. A consistent theme throughout these
authorities on the DMCA is that the Act intends only to provide
Kharif & Burrows, supra note 100.
See Hotz, supra note 29.
148 See, e.g., Lexmark Int'l, Inc. v. Static Control Components,
Inc., 387 F.3d
522, 544 (6th Cir. 2004) ("The question is whether 'the user stands to profit
from exploitation of the copyrighted material without paying the customary
price.' (quoting Harper & Row Publishers, Inc. v. Nation Enters., 471 U.S.
539, 562 (1985))).
149 Exemption to Prohibition on Circumvention of Copyright Protection
Systems for Access Control Technologies, 71 Fed. Reg. 68,472, 68,476 (Nov.
27, 2006) (to be codified at 37 C.F.R. pt. 201).
146

147
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heightened copyright protection against the pirating of music,
movies, or computer software; it does not intend to prevent users
from changing the copyrighted software that they legally
purchase.'o Additional support for this argument comes from the
decision in Perfect 10, Inc. v. Amazon.com, Inc.,' which held that
incorporating an entire work in a new context can be
Transformative use supports a fair use
"transformative." 52
53
defense.'
It can be argued that unlocking the iPhone is a
transformative use because it alters the original iPhone software to
be used within the entire spectrum of 3G wireless networks. Thus,
unlocking the iPhone serves as transformative use by creating an
increased functionality for the phone, and it does so without
allowing non-purchasers of the phone to benefit from the phone's
software suite.
Notably, the unlocking of the iPhone does not pirate Apple's
copyrighted iPhone software, nor does it allow a person to
duplicate the iPhone software on other wireless phones. The
software serves as an underpinning to the distinct functions of the
iPhone, but the software has no value without the phone hardware.
Thus, modifying a legally purchased copy of the software is
distinct from providing counterfeit copies of copyrighted material
like the DeCSS programs allowed.'5 4
See Kharif & Burrows, supra note 100.
487 F.3d 701 (9th Cir. 2007).
152 Id. at 721 ("[A] 'transformative work' is one that alters the original
work
'with new expression, meaning, or message."' (quoting Campbell v. Acuff-Rose
Music, Inc., 510 U.S. 569, 579 (1994))). The cause of action in Perfect 10 dealt
with the thumbnail image service provided by Google. The court stated: "A
work is 'transformative' when the new work does not 'merely supersede the
objects of the original creation' but rather 'adds something new, with a further
purpose or different character . . . .' Id. at 720 (quoting Campbell, 510 U.S. at
579).
15 Id. at 723 ("We are also mindful of the Supreme Court's direction that 'the
more transformative the new work, the less will be the significance of other
factors, like commercialism, that may weigh against a finding of fair use.'
(quoting Campbell, 510 U.S. at 579)).
154 A useful analogy demonstrating an infringing modification of software
programs is the availability of software that circumvents the requirement for
computer program DVDs to be in the computer for game-play use.
150
15'
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Additionally, commercial profits do not serve as a bar to
invoking a fair use defense."' The test focuses on whether the
party invoking the defense achieves commercial profits from
exploiting the copyrighted material, not whether the party receives
a monetary gain at all."' Here, the functionality of the iPhone
software remains essentially the same and is not copied by the
unlocking parties; the commercial unlockers make their profits by
extending the use of an iPhone. This stands in contrast to the
defendants in TracFone, whose use completely superseded
TracFone'sbusiness model.'
However, fair use protection should extend only to groups that
find ways of unlocking the iPhone to allow users to choose another
wireless service provider before the AT&T contract term expires.
As previously noted, Apple receives compensation from AT&T for
every activated iPhone."' Groups that provide customers with the
flexibility to use additional wireless carriers do not infringe upon
this revenue; customers who unlock their phones must purchase an
additional wireless plan if they choose to use a different carrier
besides AT&T, yet they are still obligated to pay AT&T. Because
of continued objection, groups selling products that allow an
iPhone to directly accept any SIM card without activation cause
significant economic harm to Apple. The fair use defense applies a
balancing test that incorporates economic return from the
copyrighted material. Depriving Apple of an additional source of
revenue from the copyrighted material reduces the value of
Apple's copyright and thus tips the scales in Apple's direction.
VI. CONCLUSION

The unlocking of the Apple iPhone provides a case study of
how owners of copyrighted material can restrict the use of material
and the lengths to which people will go to remove those restrictions.
Further, it shows the inherent competition between copyright
'5 See Lexmark Int'l, Inc. v. Static Control Components, Inc., 387 F.3d 522,
544 (6th Cir. 2004).

156 Id.
157 See
158

discussion supra Part IV.D.
See Krazit, supra note 18.
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owners creating new revenue streams for their works-that have
the effect of restricting the functionality of the works-and the
purchaser looking to maximize the use of their new products. The
media attention surrounding the introduction of the iPhone, the
unlocking efforts, and the subsequent cat and mouse game
amplifies the inherent conflict. The Copyright Office exemption
provides grounds for a temporary truce in the conflict until 2009.
The DMCA was designed to protect copyright owners from the
pirating of their digital copyright acts; it was not designed to
prevent purchasers of copyrighted software from modifying their
own copy of software. iPhone owners who unlock their phones do
not pirate the iPhone software, nor do they circumvent the software
to gain unauthorized access to the software. The motivation for
unlocking is to open new wireless networks for the iPhone.
The case law examining the DMCA holds that the fair use
defense to copyright infringement still applies to works protected
by the DMCA. An analysis of unlocking supports the fair use
defense-only a small amount of the iPhone software is affected
by unlocking, and the essential value of the iPhone itself is not
affected by wireless access to all compatible wireless networks.
The Carterfone doctrine buttresses this fair use defense; wireless
phones have an independent value outside of access to one
particular wireless network.
Therefore, this Comment asserts that any unlocking of the
iPhone that occurs without circumventing the Apple/AT&T
contract is legal within the framework of the DMCA and existing
copyright law. This assertion applies regardless of the profit
motive of the unlocking group, and regardless of whether the
unlocking group disseminates the means of unlocking the phone.

